Abstract
Introduction
Consider a fluid tracer q whose unperturbed distributionq depends only on radius r. In 
94
in whichΩ(r) ≡v/r is the equilibrium angular rotation frequency. It is suitable for the 95 present study to let q equal PV. In the hydrostatic Boussinesq approximation, the materially 96 conserved PV is defined by q ≡ (ζ + fẑ) · ∇(∂φ/∂z), in which ζ ≡ ∇ × u, u ≡ v − wẑ, φ is 97 the geopotential, and ∇ is the 3D gradient operator [SM04] . The linearized PV perturbation 98 is q = N 2 ζ +η∂ 2 φ /∂z 2 , in which ζ ≡ẑ · ζ, η ≡ ζ + f , and N 2 ≡ ∂ 2φ /∂z 2 .
99
Multiplying both sides of Eq. (1) by q and averaging over the azimuth ϕ yields 100 1 2
1 2
inertia-gravity wave [M16, appendix B] . The multicomponent decomposition begins similarly, 
139
For compact flows in unbounded domains, ψ and χ are unique up to arbitrary constants.
140
The compactness condition essentially applies to the problem at hand, because the radiation 141 field of a temporally growing normal mode decays exponentially with increasing radius.
142
Taking the 2D curl and divergence of Eq. (3) yields 1 r ∂ ∂r r ∂ ∂r 
The notation r < (r > ) is used above to denote the lesser (greater) of r andr. The Heaviside 155 step function is defined such that Θ(r −r) = 1 forr < r and 0 forr > r. The Green 156 function G n defined by Eq. (6) enforces appropriate boundary conditions in which the veloc-Taking the Fourier transform of Eq. (3) and using Eq. (5) yields
160 in which
162
Decomposing the integral in Eq. (7) into segments associated with the various regions of the 163 fluid depicted in Fig. 2 yields
165 in which α denotes integration over region α. For a generic disturbance, the partial velocity 166 field ascribed to region α amounts to the following sum over all azimuthal wavenumbers:
is given by the integral-summand on the 168 far-right hand side of Eq. (9).
169
The normal modes of a barotropic vortex are single-wavenumber perturbations whose 170 pertinent fields have the form
in which ω ≡ ω R + iω I is a complex frequency, a is a complex amplitude, and c.c. denotes the complex conjugate required under the working assumption that n or ω R is nonzero [SM04; M16]. Taking the vertical boundaries to be isothermal (∂φ /∂z = 0) at z = 0 and h, the 175 vertical wavefunction is given by Υ = cos(kz), in which k is an integral multiple of π/h [ibid].
176
The subcomponents of (u , v ) are expressible as
178 in which
by virtue of Eq. (9).
181
Substituting Eq. (10) for q and Eq. (11a) for u α into Eq. (2b) yields the following modal 182 growth rate formula:
184
Each partial growth rate ω Iα corresponds to one-half the local rate of change of (q ) For illustrative purposes, we consider the asymmetric normal modes of cyclonic vortices 227 whose unperturbed relative vorticity distributions have the form
229 in which 0 < µ < 1, 0 < β < 1, ∆ 1, r v approximates the radius of maximum wind speed,
230
and ζ 0 is a positive scaling factor. The vorticity distribution defined by Eq. (13) shapingζ (µ, β, ∆) and the following two dimensionless parameters: 
242
The fluid partitioning sketched in Fig. 2b can be summarized as follows:
ow : r c < r ≤ R excluding ocl;
244
Here we have introduced notations for the inner critical radius (r * i ) and the outer critical 245 radius (r * o ) of the instability mode, which represent the two solutions of
247
Moreover, we have let r ± * = r * ± δr * , in which δr * ≡ c ω I /(ndΩ/dr) r * is the nominal half- 
266 in which critical layer is due to the positive influence of u iw exceeding the negative influence of u ow .
298
The growth of q in the outer critical layer is mostly due to the stirring induced by u ow .
299
Additional information on the nature of the instability can be obtained by splitting each 300 partial growth rate ω Iα into subparts associated with ζ and σ individually. That is, let 
305 Figure 3c shows the radial variations of binary decomposition of the total growth rate (dotted black) into one part associated with vorticity and divergence anomalies inside the vortex (blue) and another part attributed to radiation (red). Bottom panel: similar to top panel, but with the growth rates multiplied by L P V and normalized to the peak value of ω I L P V . (b) Similar to the bottom panel of (a) but for partial growth rates attributed to velocity sources in the inner wave region (iw, solid orange), outer wave region (ow, solid black), inner critical layer (icl, dashed orange) and outer critical layer (ocl, dashed black). Their sum (vtx, light blue) is shown for reference. (c) Similar to the bottom panel of (a), but with the partial growth rates attained from velocity sources in the vortex (blue) and in the radiation zone (red) each split into those attained from vorticity (ζ , solid) and divergence (σ , dashed). Their sum (dotted black) is shown for reference. 
